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Early Experienes in Tra Engineering Exploiting PathDiversity: A Pratial ApproahLua Musariello ∗ , Diego Perino†Thème COM  Systèmes ommuniantsProjets GangRapport de reherhe n° 6474  February 2008  21 pages
Abstrat: Reent literature has proved that stable dynami routing algorithms have solid the-oretial foundation that makes them suitable to be implemented in a real protool, and used inpratie in many dierent operational network ontexts. Suh algorithms inherit muh of theproperties of ongestion ontrollers implementing one of the possible ombination of AQM/ECNshemes at nodes and ow ontrol at soures.In this paper we propose a linear program formulation of the multi-ommodity ow problemwith ongestion ontrol, under max-min fairness, omprising demands with or without exogenouspeak rates. Our evaluations of the gain, using path diversity, in senarios as intra-domain traengineering and wireless mesh networks enourages real implementations, espeially in preseneof hot spots demands and non uniform tra matries.We propose a ow aware perspetive of the subjet by using a natural multi-path extension tourrent ongestion ontrollers and show its performane with respet to urrent proposals. Sineow aware arhitetures exploiting path diversity are feasible, salable, robust and nearly optimalin presene of ows with exogenous peak rates, we laim that our solution rethinked in the ontextof realisti tra assumptions performs as better as an optimal approah with all the additionalbenets of the ow aware paradigm.Key-words: Multi-path Routing, Congestion ontrol, Tra Engineering, Flow-Aware Arhi-tetures
∗ lua.musarielloorange-ftgroup.om
† diego.perinoorange-ftgroup.om
Ingènierie du Tra par FlotUne Approhe Multi-hemins PratiqueRésumé : Les algorithmes de routage dynamique possèdent de solides fondements théoriquesqui les rendent aptes á une implémentation rèelle dans dièrents rèseaux opèrationnels. Cesalgorithmes possèdent de nombreuses propriètès propres aux ontrles de ongestion grâe ál'utilisation de méanismes de signalisation expliite et de ontrle des ots á la soure.Dans et artile, nous proposons une formulation linèaire du problème de multiot ave ontrlede ongestion et ritère d'èquitè de type "max-min". Les performanes obtenues par l'exploitationde hemins multiples sont enourageants, que ela soit en routage intra-domaine ou dans les rèseauxmesh sans l, et initent á une implèmentation rèelle, en partiulier dans le as de matries detra non-uniformes et de "points hauds" de demandes.Nous proposons une approhe par ots qui intègre naturellement les multi-hemins aux mèanismesatuels de ontrle de ongestion, et nous l'èvaluons par rapport aux solutions atuelles. Lesarhitetures par ot sont rèalisables, robustes, apables de passer á l'èhelle, et quasi-optimaleslorsque les ots ont un dèbit-rête expliite. Dans un ontexte rèaliste, notre solution possèdedon les propriètès d'une solution optimale ainsi que les avantages de l'approhe par ots.Mots-lés : Multi-hemins, Contrle de ongestion, Ingènierie du tra, Arhiteture par ots
Flow-Aware Tra Engineering 31 IntrodutionTra engineering is usually pereived as an o-line funtionality in order to improve performaneby better mathing network resoures to tra demands. Optimisation is performed o-line asdemands are averages over the long term that do not onsider tra utuation over smaller timesales. Intra-domain routing optimisation, by means of OSPF ost parametrisation [8, 9℄, is typialexample of the aforementioned problem. The max degree of responsiveness is guaranteed at thelong term, in a daily or weekly basis for instane. The objetive of ISPs is to get rid of a giventra matrix at the minimum ost, whih is estimated as global expenditures for link upgrades.Therefore minimising the maximum link load is a natural objetive. Suh an engineered network isnot robust to any ner grained tra utuation, as large number of failures, tra ash rowds,BGP re-routes, appliation re-routing. In urrent bakbones these eets are mitigated by over-provisioned links. In other ontexts, of inreasing importane nowadays as wireless mesh networks,sareness of resoures push network engineers to aept a higher degree of responsiveness in orderto exploit any single piee of unused apaity. We only onsider wireless mesh resulting from aradio engineered network, where links guarantee a minimum availability.Literature on optimal routing in networks starts from seminal works as [3, 4℄ or [6, 10℄. Thisomprises entralised and deentralised strategies proposed in the very beginning of the ARPAnetprojet. Historially the main outome of optimal routing has been shortest-path or, at most,minimum-ost routing. Early experienes on dynami routing [37℄ have kept it bak in spite ofits potential, as sensitivity to ongestion has long been refused for being omplex, unstable, notprone to be easily deployed.There is a quite large reent literature on multi-path routing, raised from the need to developdynami yet stable algorithms, sensitive to ongestion for many appliations that ould eetivelyexploit unused resoures within the network.In the Internet, we believe that very spei appliations an tolerate suh dynami environ-ment. Adaptive video streaming is, probably, the main appliation that would denitely be ableto tolerate variability and, at the same time, take advantage of unused apaity. It is worth re-alling that video appliations are going to be the main part of Internet tra very soon. Videostreams usually last very long, and will probably last longer as better appliations and ontentswill be available. Furthermore it is likely that suh ontents will be transported by a number ofnon-speied protools, subjet to non better speied fairness riteria.Conversational appliations should be kept away from being routed over multiple routes butalso other data servies that are made of ows that last potentially very short. Also, muh ofthe present data tra if it inludes mail, web, instant messaging. However, P2P le sharingappliations or ontent delivery networks (CDN) are prone to well exploit path diversity as theyintrinsially are robust to rate utuations. Other data appliations are downloads of softwareupdates even though they an be inluded in the lass of P2P le sharing systems.In the last few years, intense researh on multi-path routing has progressed. Theory of optimi-sation has been applied to develop distributed algorithms solving a global optimisation problem,see [11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 31, 35, 38℄. Optimisation expliits the problem of resoure alloationunder a hosen fairness riteria. Control theory has been used to obtain delay stability of dis-tributed optimal shemes, see [11, 16, 21, 35℄. Other researh onsiders dynami ow level models[22, 23, 24, 30℄ in order to take into aount arrivals and departures of user's sessions.In this paper we support the deployment of a ow aware arhiteture exploiting path diversityfor a spei lass of appliations, rate adaptive video streaming for instane or CDN and P2Ple sharing. In suh set up we show that ow aware paradigm is nearly optimal for any tipialtra demand requiring the use of multiple paths without the need to assume any kind of om-mon transport protool among users, any ommon fairness semanti and any kind of ooperationbetween users, and network nodes as well.In Setion 2 we explain our denition of network ows while in Setion 3 the modelling frame-work for optimal routing and ongestion ontrol is introdued. The setion inludes a set ofexamples on toy networks.RR n° 6474
4 Lua Musariello and Diego PerinoFinally we introdue our main outome in term of performane evaluation of the optimalsolution of large problems, with an original linear program formulation under max-min fairnessthat is used to evaluate large problems in Setion 4.Setion 5 introdues our main original outome as a new multi-path ongestion ontroller alledMIRTO. The algorithm is born inferring an optimal strategy from previous setions. Moreover thisalgorithm is evaluated within the framework of a ow aware arhiteture, bringing new argumentsin favour of suh network paradigm.2 Tra CharateristisIP tra on a network link an be onsidered as a superposition of independent sessions, eahsession relating to some piee of user ativity and being manifested by the transmission of aolletion of ows.Sessions and ows are dened loally at a onsidered network interfae. Flows an generallybe identied by ommon values in paket header elds (e.g., the 5-tuple of IP addresses, portnumbers and transport protool) and the fat that the interval between suh pakets is less thansome time out value (20s, say). It is not usually possible to identify sessions just from data inpakets and this notion annot therefore be used for resoure alloation. Nevertheless we are moreinlined to think about user sessions than protool dened ows.A more signiant ow harateristi is the exogenous peak rate at whih a ow an be emitted.This is the highest rate the ow would attain if the link were of unlimited apaity. This limit maybe due to the user aess apaity, the maximum TCP reeive window, or the urrent availablebandwidth on other links of the path, or the stream rate in ase of video appliations for instane.In the rest of the paper we will use interhangeably the terms demand and ow.3 Modelling frameworkThe network topology is modelled by a onneted graph G = (N, L) given as a set of nodes andlinks. Let A = [aij ] the adjaeny matrix, aij = 1 if there exists a diretional link between i and
j and aij = 0 otherwise.The network arries tra generated by a set of demands Γ, eah demand d is given with atriple (sd, ed, pd), with s ∈ S, e ∈ E , soure and destination nodes with S, E ⊆ N , and p ∈ R+exogenous peak rate. In our model a network ow d gets a share xdij of the apaity cij at eahlink 0 ≤ xdij ≤ min(cij , p). xdij(t) is a uid approximation of the rate at whih the soure d issending at time t through link ij.The network ow an be slit among dierent paths that are made available by a networkprotool at an ingress node. We make no modelling assumption whether paths are disjoint, howeverthe ability to reate more path diversity helps design highly robust network routing protools.In paragraph 3.3 we model route seletion and bandwidth sharing as an optimisation prob-lem that maximises user satisfation and minimise network ongestion under a speied fairnessriteria.3.1 Minimum ost routingThe ability to reate the set of optimal paths at the ingress of the network and make themavailable to the routing protool requires a ertain knowledge of the network status, as link load,path delay and length. However, as this an be done in pratie by disseminating loal measures,the protool must be also robust to state inauray. Assuming perfet knowledge of networkstate, optimal routing an be formulated through the following non linear optimisation problem
INRIA
Flow-Aware Tra Engineering 5Symbol Meaning
N node set
L link set
Γ demand set
d demand number
S soure set
E destination set
sd demand d soure node
ed demand d destination node
pd demand d exogenous peak rate
P d path set of demand d
k path number
Ldk link set of demand d over its kth path
Cij apaity of link (i, j)
xdij rate of demand d over link (i, j)
xdk rate of demand d over its kth path
xd rate of demand d (∑k xdk)
ρij load on link (i, j) (∑d∈Γ xdijCij )Table 1: Summary of notation usedwith linear onstrained. minimise ∑
i,j∈N
C
(
∑
d∈Γ x
d
ij
cij
)subjet to
∑
k∈N
aikx
d
ki −
∑
j∈N
ajix
d
ij =



pdi if i ∈ S
−pdi if i ∈ E
0 otherwise ∀d ∈ Γ (1)onstraint (4) models zero net ow for relay nodes, positive for soure nodes and negative fordestination nodes. This allows to obtain optimal routes diretly from the optimisation problem.
C an be thought modelling the link delay often used in tra engineering formulations of themulti-ommodity ow problem,
C(xij) =
xij
cij − xij
(2)with this formula the ost funtion beomes the average delay in a M/M/1 queue as a on-sequene of the Kleinrok independene approximation and Jakson's Theorem. This problemformulation dates bak to [6, 10℄ in the ontext of minimum delay routing. Using standard teh-niques in onvex onstrained optimisation (onvex optimisation over a simplex ) in [3, 4℄, it is shownthat the optimal solution always selet paths with minimum (and equal) rs ost derivatives forany stritly onvex ost funtion. Therefore the problem an be re-formulated as a shortest pathproblem where path lengths are the rst derivatives of the ost funtion along the path, that anbe written with abuse of notation,
C
′
(xdp) = C
′
(
∑
d∈Γ x
d
ij
cij
) (3)where xdp is the portion of ow of demand d owing through path p. This is what, in [4℄,Bertsekas and Gallager all rst derivative path lengths. Therefore, at optimum all paths haveequal lengths. This fat will be use in the following setion repeatedly.RR n° 6474
6 Lua Musariello and Diego PerinoAnother plausible objetive is to minimise the most loaded link, frequent in tra engineeringnetwork operator's bakbone optimization in onjuntion with link apaity over-provisioning. Inthe ontext of multi-path routing this has been used to design TEXCP [16℄.3.2 Bandwidth sharing and fairnessBandwidth is shared between ows aording to a ertain objetive realised by one transportprotool as TCP for data transfers making use of one of its ongestion ontrol protools (Reno,Vegas, Cubi, high speed et.) or TCP friendly rate ontrol (TFRC) for adaptive streamingappliations. In general these protools realise dierent fairness riteria, whilst in this ontext weassume that all ows are subjet to a ommon fairness objetive. The problem formulation datesbak to Kelly [18℄ where this problem is formulated as a non linear optimization problem withlinear onstrained with objetive given by a utility funtion U(x) of the ow rate x.maximise ∑
i∈S,d∈Γ
Ud(φ
d
i )subjet to
∑
k∈N
aikx
d
ki −
∑
j∈N
ajix
d
ij =



φdi if i ∈ S
−φdi if i ∈ E
0 otherwise ∀d ∈ Γ (4)
∑
d∈Γ
xdij ≤ cij∀i, j ∈ L (5)demands are assumed elasti, meaning that they ould get as muh bandwidth as network statusallows, and have no exogenous peak rates. A general lass of utility funtions has been introduesin [27℄,
Ud(x) =
{
wd log x α = 1
wd(1− α)
−1x1−α α 6= 1
(6)if α→∞ fairness riteria is max-min.This formulation is widely and suesfully used in network modeling. [11, 12, 19, 20, 21, 33℄ haveonsidered the problem of single and multiple path routing and ongestion ontrol under thisframework as onstraint (4) may ount either a single or a multiple set of routes.3.3 User utility and network ostUser utility and network ost are two oniting objetive in a mathematial formulation. [12, 13,16℄ have used the ost funtion as TE objetive likely modeled by the ISPs in ordered to keep lowlink loads, i.e. minimise osts for upgrades. [11, 14, 21, 31, 35, 38℄ have just used the network ostas penalty funtion in plae of hard onstraints in the optimisation framework.Congestion sensitive multiple routes seletion an be formulated as a mathematial programwith non linear objetive and linear onstraints.maximise ∑
i∈S,d∈Γ
Ud(φ
d
i )−
∑
i,j∈N
C
(
∑
d∈Γ x
d
ij
cij
)subjet to
∑
k∈N
aikx
d
ki −
∑
j∈N
ajix
d
ij =



φdi if i ∈ S
−φdi if i ∈ E
0 otherwise ∀d ∈ Γ (7)INRIA
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∑
d∈Γ
xdij ≤ cij∀i, j ∈ L (8)
φdi ≤ pd ∀d ∈ Γ ∀i ∈ S (9)As a new additional onstraints we add exgenous rates as this has signiant impat in the proessof seletion of optimal routes.In this formulation the user utility is a funtion of the total ow rate traversing the networkthrough the available paths. In a path-demand formulation the ow rateφ of a given user anbe re-written as the sum of the rates over the set of available paths P , i.e. φ = ∑p∈P φp. Auser is free to oordinate sending rates over the paths jointly, aiming at maximise its own utility.Consider now the folllowing relaxation of the objetive
U(
∑
p∈P
φp) ≥
∑
p∈P
U(φp) (10)eah user's path would be seen as independent, in other words as if it were a separate user and thefairness objetive would be at a path, and not user base. A protool designed observing suh rulewould break path oordination, while a network imposing per link fair bandwith sharing, wouldrealise this objetive for any multi-path ontroller regardless its original design.3.4 Toy ExamplesIn this setion we onsider two simple network topologies, a triangle and a square as depited ing.3.4 with all available paths. All links are bi-dertional with the same apaity C. Capaity
C12 = C31 is inreased from C to 15× C. For both senarios nodes 1 and 3 send data to a singledestination node number 2. We nd the global optimum of problem (7), using utility funtion (6)with α = 2 and ost funtion (2). We assume demands fully elasti.
1 2
3
1 2
34
(a) (b)Figure 1: Full mesh triangle and square topologies. Hot-spot destination in node 2 and soures innode 1 and 3.3.4.1 TriangleFig.2 shows the split ratios over the two routes (one-hop and two-hops) and the ratio of the totalusers' rate (global goodput) over the total onsumed network bandwidth (network utilisation).Let us all this ratio GCR (goodput to ost ratio). Top plot relates to oordinated multi-path(CM), whilst bottom plot to unoordinated (UM). When C12 = C31 = C the two problems haveompletely dierent solutions as CM splits all tra to the shortest-path and UM splits ratesequally. At this stage GCR for CM is 30% larger than UM's. As C12 = C31 > C inreases CMlooks for more resoures for the seond demand along the two-hop path, resulting in more networkost and GCR dereases. However using UM, GCR is insensitive to the split ratios. After a ertainpoint CM and UM have the same performane.RR n° 6474
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Figure 2: Rate distribution among the available paths and user rate to network ost ratio.3.4.2 SquareIn g.3 we have similar performane to the triangle, despite CM needs to use more paths to attainthe optimum, even to gather a small amount of bandwidth. Furthermore GCR for CM is not thatmuh larger than in ase UM is used. In a real protool, seondary paths would not be used if theattained gain does not meet the ost for the overhead that is not onsidered here in the model,however signiative in pratie.3.4.3 DisussionMC has a larger stability region, as it onsumes less bandwith to provide the same global goodputas UM. This might turn out not be true in pratie as weakly used seondary paths ould ost tomuh in terms of over-head due to signalling to set up the onnetion, or probes to monitor pathsthat are being oordinated.
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Figure 3: Rate distribution among the available paths and user rate to network ost ratio.3.5 A Linear Program formulationIn this setion we onsider problem (7) in se.3.3 and selet one partiular fairness riteria: max-min. We write an original formulation of problem (4) as an iterative linear program assuminglinear osts C(x). At eah iteration a linear sub-problem is solved whom, at optimum, gives thesame network ow share to every demand. This share is the maximum bandwidth that an bealloated to the most onstrained demand. The network graph G is redued to G̃ through thefollowing transformation: c̃ij = cij −∑d∈Γ xdij , i.e. apaities are replaed by residual apaitiesafter the alloation of this share of bandwidth. if c̃ij = 0 the link is removed from the graph. Thesub-problems are formalised as follows. INRIA
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maximise z − ∑
i,j∈N
C
(
∑
d∈Γ x
d
ij
cij
)subjet to
∑
k∈N
aikx
d
ki −
∑
j∈N
ajix
d
ij =



z if i ∈ S
−z if i ∈ E
0 otherwise ∀d ∈ Γ (11)
∑
d∈Γ
xdij ≤ c̃ij∀i, j ∈ L (12)
z ≤ pd ∀d ∈ Γ ∀i ∈ S (13)In the following setion we use this iterative LP in order to obtain the gain that an be obtainedexploiting path diversity for large networks with a large number of demands.4 Analysis of large problems4.1 Simulation set-upWe study two topologies as shown in g. 4. The rst is the Abilene bakbone network [1℄, while theseond is a possible wireless mesh network bakhaul. The link apaity distribution is a Normaldistribution with average C̄ and standard deviation C̄/10. The Abilene topology ounts N = 11nodes and we perform simulations with mean link apaity set to two senarios: C̄ = 100Mb/sand C̄ = 50Mb/s . The wireless mesh topology ounts N = 16 nodes and, similarly, two senariosare onsidered: C̄ = 50Mb/s C̄ = 25Mb/s . In this latter ase apaities are redued to representradio hannels with lower available bitrate.
1
3
2
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
3
2
4
5
7
6
8
9
11
10
12
13
15
14
16(a) (b)Figure 4: (a) Abilene bakbone topology; (b) a planned wireless mesh network.The distribution of peak rate is taken Log-Normal with parameters µ = 16.6 and σ = 1.04.These values are taken from a set of ts performed on measurements gathered from Sprint bakbone[29℄ . Two tra matries are onsidered: Uniform. Every node sends tra to all other nodes. There are thus N(N − 1) demandswhere N is the number of nodes. To math ow rates to soure-destination pairs we use atehnique desribe in [29℄, assuming minimum ost-path the routing used. This tehniqueRR n° 6474
10 Lua Musariello and Diego Perinoahieves the best math between a set of demands and a set of SD pairs onneted by agiven routing. This tra pattern might be representative of an Intra-domain optimisedbakbone. Sine the Abilene network has 11 nodes, in our simulations we generate a totalnumber of 110 demands. We do not onsider this tra matrix over a wireless mesh topologyas unlikely all nodes send tra to all nodes in suh networks. Hot-Spot |S| nodes have r ows direted to a ommon sink node. We x the sink node andrandomly selet |S| soure nodes. |S|r demands are randomly assigned to these |S| Soure-Sink pairs. In our experienes we set |S| = 4 , r = 25, for a total number of 100 demands.Node 6 is seleted as sink in both topologies. This tra pattern an be rapresentative of adata enter loated in a bakbone topology or a gateway node in a wireless mesh network.Aording to the aforementioned set-up we simulate a tra matrix whih is used as input to theLP desribed in se.3.5 and solved using the MATLAB optimisation toolbox. For every senario weevaluate the satisfation of eah demand as the ratio between its attained rate and its exogenouspeak rate. A demand is fully elasti if its exogenous rate is larger that the maximum attainablebandwidth in an empty network. Hene, satisfation is always dened as we need not assumeinnite peak rate to elasti ows. We use this performane parameter as it is able to expliit howbandwidth is alloated with respet to the distribution of the exogenous rates. Output data areaveraged over multiple runs.4.2 Numerial resultsResults are reported in g. 5 and 6 and, as expeted, show multi-path routing outperforms mini-mum ost routing over both network topologies and for both tra patterns. However, the pointis to measure the entity of the improvement. In partiular, the gain is larger for wireless meshtopology and for senarios adopting larger link apaities.The gain of multi-path is, in great part, limited to ows with larger peak rate, whilst owswith lower peak rate are ompletely satised by both routing shemes. This beause MinCostrouting, under max-min fairness, penalises larger ows by fairly sharing the apaity of the linkthat ats as bottlenek among all ows there in progress.Multi-path routing, under max-min fairness, ats similarly exept that ows an retrieve band-width, not only on their minimum ost path, but also on their seondary routes. Indeed, simula-tions show that low rate ows do not take any advantage of path diversity, while high rate owsretrieve additional bandwidth along other paths.Max-min multi-path routing avoids to use more than one path to route low rate ows. Thishas beneial eet in pratie as it avoids wastage of resoures due to the overhead, that mightbe justied only above a ertain minimum rate.
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 matries, and even more signi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ities are larger.The routing s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ows depends on the network 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ities that varies from simulationto simulation.
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 matrix.5 Arhitetures and protools5.1 ArhiteturesAny of the proposals for ongestion ontrol, and ongestion ontrol exploiting path diversity, anbe restated in the ontext of an optimisation problem of the kind of (7) or the unoordinatedounterpart (10). Suh problems lead to dierent arhitetures based on dierent theoretialfoundations.We divide suh arhitetures in three groups: fully deentralised, quasi deentralised, owaware. This lassiation is for the ease of exposition and for sake of larity, however it lays itselfopen to ritis. Fully deentralised (FD). In suh arhiteture network nodes store, swith and forwardpakets from an input to an output interfae. Neither sheduling nor ative queue managa-ment is implemented into the nodes. A form of ooperation is assumed between soures,that implement a ommon rate ontrol algorithm and, if needed, a ommon multiple pathsplitter. In general soures need to be onformant to a ommon fairness riteria. This is thease for the urrent Internet and multi-path TCP [11℄ is one example of suh ontroller.RR n° 6474
12 Lua Musariello and Diego Perino Quasi deentralised (QED). Nodes implement any form of ative queue management(AQM), to prevent ongestion, and expliit ongestion notiation (ECN) that is triggeredaording to some temporisation. ECN might also be result of a loal node alulation.Soures exploit suh notiation to ontrol sending rate and split deisions. [12, 13, 16℄ aretwo examples in the ontext of intra-domain tra engineering. Flow aware (FA). Nodes implement paket shedulers that realise fair bandwidth sharingbetween ows. Soures balane tra among the available routes subjet to the restritionimposed by paket shedulers and autonomously deide how to exploit as better as they annetwork resoures. Congestion ontrol and bandwidth alloation are solved separately. [30℄propose a routing sheme inspired by the the tehnique of "trunk reservation" used in PSTNto alloate iruits to seondary paths in ase the diret paths were experiening overload.[30℄Eah of above-mentioned arhitetures have its ounterpart that make no use of path diver-sity. It appears diult to unequivoally selet one approah. For instane, the question of thedeployment of a ertain ongestion ontrol algorithm is still hotly debated (see the newsletter [40℄).The use of experimental protools (e.g. ubi in Linux) sares, as FD arhitetures assume aommon form of ooperation between users and anarhy might be ostly, whether degenerates inongestion ollapse, or being less negative, in unfairness in sharing resoures.Manifest truth is that FD are very simple and do not require any sort of parametrisation,espeially at nodes, and extensions that make use of path diversity are easy to deploy as sourerouting is made available. However, the main onern that obstruts the deployment of sourerouting is seurity.QD enhanes FD and make it more eient and stable. XCP [17℄ is an example of protoolsof this kind while, in the ontext of intra-domain TE, TEXCP [16℄ and TRUMP [12℄ belong tothis lass.5.2 Flow aware arhiteture5.2.1 Per-ow fair queueingThe benet of per-ow fair queueing has long been reognised [7, 28℄. Besides, it is robust againtsunfair use of resoures beause of non standard onformant use of network transport protoolsresulting from bad implementations (rare), absene of ommon agreement (the ase of ubi inLinux [40℄) as well as maliious use that exploits others' weakness (more aggressive ongestionontrollers for instane). Per-ow fair queueing relieves the network to assume standard onfor-mane of end to end protools. Assured fairness allows new transport protools to be introduedwithout relying on detailed fairness properties of preexisting algorithms.5.2.2 Overload ontrolPer-ow fair queueing is feasible and salable in presene of overload ontrol [25, 26℄. When demandexeeds apaity the sheduler assures equal performane degradation to all ows. However, arisingongestion at ow level is a transient phenomena, as users would quit the servie in rowds bringingbak utilisation to normal loads. This is pereived by the user as servie break-down.At present, no overload ontrol is implemented, in any form, within the network. At a ertainextent, this is assured within the ISPs bakbone, and in part within the aess, by over-provisioninglink apaities aording to an estimated tra matrix (using netow or similar tools). Suhmethodology does not solve loal ongestion in small periods of time and fore users to quitproting from a servie.In wireless mesh bakhaul overprovisioning would not be anymore a feasible solution and multi-path routing might be neessary.Overload ontrol has to be dynami and fast reating to ongestion. This an be realisedlooking for resoures from other available ways, for instane the availability multiple routes to joina servie. INRIA
Flow-Aware Tra Engineering 135.2.3 Per-ow path seletion and admission ontrolA sub optimal approah is to selet one single path among many others. In presene of a numberof paths to reah a destination, a ow an be deeted to a better route, e.g. with larger fair rateor with minimum ost. Suh a greedy sheme is not stable and would led to osillations if thedriving metri is not stable enough. This is the ase of fair rate.5.2.4 Per-ow multiple path routingThe presene of per-ow fair queueing in every link impose per-path fair bandwidth sharing. Thismeans that the utility of a single user is not a funtion of the total attained rate as he is notallowed to get more bandwith of the fair share along its minimum ost path. Therefore the utilityis given by the sum of the utility of eah singular path as (10). We know that in general thisproblem is suboptimal with respet to a oordinated splitter. In this ase the optimum attainedrate is given by xdi = ∂xdi U(qdi )−1 being qdi the ost of path i for user d. The split ratio is theinversely proportional to the ost. In a reent paper Key et al. [22℄ prove that in absene ofoordination, the stability region of the number of ow in progress in the network, is redued.This is shown for a triangle topology and uniform tra matrix. The ow model assumes thatows arrive aording to a stohasti proess and leave the system after being served an amountof data whih is distributed. A redued rate region at ow level is a onsequene of (10) as, thesame rate is obtained at a larger ost. As we show in the example 3.4.1. Notie also that inpresene of uniform tra matries, the over-head requested by multi-path is not really justiedwith respet to minimum ost path seletion as there is almost no gain, as we have shown in theprevious setion.5.3 Multi-path Iterative Routing Tra OptimizerIn this setion we propose one of the main outome of the paper: Multi-path Iterative RoutingTra Optimiser (MIRTO), a fully distributed algorithm aimed at obtaining, in a deentralisedway, a multi-path optimal strategy proposed in se.3.5.It is designed around TCP (AIMD) and it allows oordinated tra split over multiple paths.MIRTO might likely run on end-hosts and an work in any of the arhitetures desribed in se.5.1.In order to run MIRTO, hosts should disover available routes and link apaities along themto reah a destination. The way suh information is olleted is out of the sope of our algorithmbut they an for example be disovered through link-state routing protools. The algorithm workseven whether information is inomplete but in a less eetive way, as in ase paths are partiallydisovered and path diversity limited.Flow splitting over multiple paths an be performed in several ways aording to the appliationontext. By means of path omputation apabilities of MPLS for intra-domain TE, or throughmiddlewares running on proxy nodes ative as middle-layer.Symbol Meaning
∆+ positive step ∈ R+
∆− negative step ∈ R−
Qdk(t) ost of kth path of ow d at time t
RTT dk Round Trip Time of the kth path of ow dTable 2: Algorithm's notationAlgorithm 1 shows MIRTO pseudo-ode for rate ontrol over a given path k for a given ow
d. Notation is reported in table 2. Operations are performed every RTT dk or in general when newinformation are available on the state of path k. Path osts are omputed aording to (14). Theyonly depend on apaity of the link along the route. Indeed, in ase of linear ost (3) is equal to
∑
ij∈Ld
k
1
Cij
. Link with larger apaity are better ranked regardeless of utilisation. Innite ost inRR n° 6474
14 Lua Musariello and Diego Perino(14) just indiates ongestion notiation à la TCP and the route is marked ongested.
Qdk(t) =
{
∑
ij∈Ld
k
∆
+
Cij
if ∀(i, j) ∈ Ldk ρij(t) < Cij
∞ if ∃(i, j) ∈ Ldk ρij(t) ≥ Cij (14)Algorithm 1 MIRTO algorithm for a given demand dfor k ∈ P d doompute Qdk(t + RTT dk )end forif Qdk(t + RTT dk ) =∞ ∀k ∈ P d thenfor k ∈ P d do
xdk(t + RTT
d
k )← x
d
k(t)− x
d(t)∆−end forelse if pd(t) ≥ xd(t) and Qdk(t + RTT dk ) = mink Qdk(t + RTT dk ) then
xdk(t + RTT
d
k )← x
d
k(t) + ∆
+else if pd(t) < xd(t) and Qdk(t + RTT dk ) = maxk Qdk(t + RTT dk ) then
xdk(t + RTT
d
k )← x
d
k(t)−∆
−end ifAn inrease of ∆+ is done over the minimum ost path when there is at least one non ongestedpath, and the total ow rate an still get inreased if lower than its own peak rate. The rate inreaseis hosen onstant and independent to ow rate not to favour higher rate ows. This inrease anbe onsidered as a probe in order to disover the global optimum split. In priniple all path mightbe probed as, when those better ranked are ongested, worse ranked routes an be exploited. Theimportane of probing in suh kind of ontroller to avoid to be trapped in non optima equilibriahas been highlighted in [21℄.Flow rate is dereased in two ways aording to network onditions. Firstly MIRTO reduessending rate over all paths when they are all ongested. The rate derease is proportional to thetotal ow rate. This guarantees fairness. Otherwise, small ows or new oming ows starting withlower rates would be disadvantaged with respet to higher ows. Moreover derement is performedover all paths at the same time in order to allow ow split re-arranging.In fat, after this derease, there is newly available bandwidth and ows will grow aordingto the aforementioned rules. So, if the urrent split is only loally optimum the ontroller wouldmove towards a global optimum aording to this searh strategy. On the other hand, a ratederease is performed any time the total ow rate is larger than ow peak rate and at least onenon-ongested path is available. This means that, as a better ranked route is willing to inreaseits rate, this must be done to the detriment of a worse ranked route, without altering the globalrate whih is bounded by the exogenous rate. In fat even if the total ow rate is equal to peakrate, the path splitting ould be only loally optimum i.e. more expensive. It worth realling thata more expensive path might also be haraterized by larger end to end delays. If more than onemaximum/minimum ost paths exist, the derease/inrease is shared among them.This mehanism allows MIRTO to reah a global optimum in presene of demands with orwithout exogenous rate as it follows the lassial water lling proedure that lays at the base ofthe max-min fairness riteria.The seletion of the minimum-maximum ost path when performing inrease/derease oper-ations guarantees oordination between dierent paths of the same ow as long as the networkdoes not impose any additional fairness semanti.5.4 Stability and optimalityMIRTO an be desribed through a uid equation that approximates its behaviour and an beused to prove onvergene and stability. We suppose rst no network delay and then we generealiseto the realisti ase. INRIA
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 Engineering 155.4.1 Absene of network delaysFirst onsider the ase the ow has no exogenous rate.
dxi(t)
dt
= ∆+[1− q(t)]κi(t)−∆
−q(t)
N
∑
k=1
xk(t)
κi(t) is the probability that i is the minimum ost path at time t. q(t) is the probability that allpath are ongested. Therefore at steady state
∑
k
xk(∞) = κmax(∞)
1 − q(∞)
q(∞)
∆+
∆−where κmax(∞) = maxk κj(∞). This means tra is split among minimum ost paths, possiblya single path. All the others are subjet to ontinuous probing suh that xi(t) ∼ κi(t). Thisfeature allows the ontroller not to be trapped in equilibria points that are not optima. A path isprobed as frequent as it is ranked the best among the others. This an be seen from simulations inSetion 5.5 in g. 8. In ase the ow is peak rate limited the previous equation an be rewrittenas follows.
dxdi (t)
dt
= {∆+κi(t)s
d(t)−∆−ri(t)[1 − s
d(t)]}[1 − qd(t)] + −∆−qd(t)
∑
k
xk(t)where sd(t) = Pr[xd(t) > pd] and ri(t) is the probability that i is the more expensive path.Convergene an be disussed as in the previous ase when there were no peak rate.5.4.2 Presene of network delaysIn presene of network delays κ(t), q(t), r(t) and s(t) are delayed information at the soure. Aproblem of stability in the sense of theory of ontrol arises. We do not provide here rules onhow to set ∆+ and ∆− in order to keep the system asintotially stable in presene of delays.Using standard tehniques as desribed in [33℄ this an be easily obtained for simple topologies.Cumbersome alulations, and the use of the generalised Nyquist riterion an be used to provestability for a general topology.5.5 A ase studyIn this setion we evaluate the performane of the above mentioned arhitetures by means ofuid simulations in order to diplay the onvergene behaviour of three seleted senarios. Eahsenario represents one of the three arhitetures onsidered in Setion 5.1
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16 Lua Musariello and Diego Perino5.5.1 Simulation setupThe FD and the FA arhitetures are analyzed by supposing nodes run the MIRTO algorithm.Reall MIRTO has been speially designed for FD solutions and requires to set rate inreaseand derease values. They should allow the algorithm to overome loal optimal split to attain theglobal optimum and, at the same time, limit tra utuation. The problem of setting inrease-derease values is a well known trade-o of TCP and TCP-like protools and MIRTO inherits itas well. In our simulations we set them to ∆+ = 0.5Mb/s and ∆− = 0.013.As onern QD arhitetures, we implement a modied version of the TRUMP [13℄ algorithm.It diers from the original one simply beause it an work even in presene of ows with a givenpeak rate. This is ahieved by dereasing the rate of a ow over all paths when its total rateoveromes its peak rate. TRUMP requires to set three parameters. A rst parameter, alled w isa weight to adjust balane between utility and ost funtion. It is strongly related to topology andlink apaities and it tunes the maximum network load. A seond one, alled β, weighs the impatof a ongested link, while a third one, alled γ, is the inrease/derease step. For our omparisonpurposes we set them to w = 10−2 to allow ows to fully utilize links, β = 10−3 to respet linkapaities and γ = 10−3 to limit rate osillations.Time [se℄0-5 5-10 10-18 18-25 25-40 40-60 60-80
X1 0 0 70 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
X2 0 30 30 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
X3 50 50 50 50 50 ∞ 55Table 3: Per user peak rate evolution over time. Rates values are expressed in Mb/s.5.5.2 ResultsFigure 7 reports the topology used in the simulations we show in this setion to show the behaviourof MIRTO. Link apaities and latenies have been seleted in order to have path diversity anddierent response time. There are three ows in the network and we selet as soure-destinationpairs 1-2, 3-2 and 4-5. Flow peak rates hange over time as speied in table 3. Note that, ∞ isused to indiate elasti ows. This just means ow peak rate is larger than the available networkresoures. Every ow an be split over four dierent paths as shown in Figure.Figure 8 shows the total ow rates and the ows splitting obtained by running MIRTO overa FD arhitetures. MIRTO rates are ompared to those obtained by running the LP optimizerdesribed in setion 4. As expeted, total ow rates and rate splits over paths ahieved by MIRTOfollow those obtained by the LP. Flutuations our and are more pronouned when two or moreows are elasti. This is due to the probing nature of the algorithm that allows the global optimumattainment.Figure 9 shows ow rates obtained by running MIRTO over a FQ arhiteture and a omparisonwith the LP. Over this arhiteture only total ow rates follow the trend of the LP while the owspitting is quite dierent from optimum. This onrms what stated in setion 5 as FA breaksoordination among ows. In that way, ows annot ahieve rates larger than their fair rate overpaths. This leads to a sub-optimal solution even if total ow rates are the same as before. In fat,they have been ahieved with a larger network ost. As expeted, with a FA arhiteture rateutuations are redued and the algorithm onverges in a shorter time.Finally, Figure 10 reports performane of the TRUMP algorithm. TRUMP ahieves optimalrates and splitting but it takes long time to onverge and some long term utuations our. Thisis a onsequene of the set of parameters we used. With dierent values we would have seen adierent behaviours with muh faster onvergene and no utuations. However the optimisationINRIA
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ariello and Diego Perinosolution would have been signiantly dierent from that we want to ahieve. Atually this is nota drawbak of TRUMP as it has been designed in the ontext of intra-domain TE to limit the linkloads within the network, even though authors assume possible to implement suh ontroller atend hosts. Unfortunately TRUMP does not allow to predit at whih level of utilisation link anbe set. Hene the hoie of parameters might be very omplex in networks with heterogeneousapaities.We have tested TRUMP for dierent setup and dierent parameters and measured its goodproperties in term of fast onvergene as the authors in [13℄.This show the hoie of parameters in suh algorithms is a key point and ould be quiteompliated. Moreover it is strongly related to topology and ould drive to very dierent solutions.
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ussion and Con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ongestion ontrol and multi-path routing in presen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an be likely exploited byhigher rate ows. in network senario that are ommon in pratie, oordinated and unoordinated multi-pathrouting perform the same. in typial senarios where oordination outperforms un-oordination, multiple path does notgain muh with respet to single path routing. furthermore we propose a new multi-path optimal ontroller alled MIRTO. This ontrolleris able to alloate max-min bandwidth among demands exploiting path diversity. The 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